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The Democratic Republic of Congo is in the central Africa, DRC ranks 164 out 

of 174 countries. main source of income for the country is from Agriculture. 

The economy of the second largest country in Africa relies heavily on mining. 

The Congo is the world's largest producer of cobalt ore, and a major producer 

of copper and industrial diamonds. As we know that Russia- Ukraine had a 

war on political issues which was very much threatening for the local people 

in Ukraine. Russia attacked all over the Ukraine, Congo had already given a 

statement upon this that they had accepted refugees from Ukraine as there 

was the treaty signed between Congo and Ukraine Congo helped refugees 

which was in Ukraine by multiple camps in the country. The majority (72%) 

live outside refugee camps or settlements. 

United Nations helped to Congo to make some attention on Ukraine refugee 

crisis. Democratic Republic of Congo helped Ukraine refugees to let inside the 

country. Congo had already made statement upon the Russia-Ukraine war 

that democratic republic of Congo had made camps for the refugees. Many 

people came from Ukraine as refugee in Congo. There was sufficient food 



supply in the camps for refugees. Congo`s government did what they could do 

for the refugees.  

Despite being the poorest country in Africa, Congo helped as much as it can 

for the refugees. Congo made policies for the refugees that the refugees will 

be allowed to come in the country without any resistance. As, Congo received 

223 refugees from Ukraine. Congo helped what the country can do, despite of 

many crisis in the country Congo did it’s best.  
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